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“We keep moving forward, opening new doors, and doing new things, because
we are curious and curiosity keeps leading us down new paths”
 Walt Disney
Day 1 (17-1-2014, Friday)
The last day of my Pongal
Holidays was peculiar and
special. Usually, I feel sad
while my holidays are about
to end as I had to go to my
school on the next day. But,
this time, I was unusually
overjoyed and enthusiastic
as the hours for me to begin
my Industrial and Ecological
Study tour were nearing.
With overjoyed mind, I
departed from my home. All
my
family
members
showered their blessings on me. I reached the directed spot (near Thasiyah
Mandapam) at about 4.00 p.m. I found my friends there. We had a conversation for
some time. Meanwhile, the MACET College bus arrived. All of us got into it. My dad
placed my luggage at the respective place. I waved a good bye to him. All students
followed the suit to their parents.

We reached Nagercoil at about 5.20 p.m. There, we had a Multi-Zonal seminar
at the Rotary Community Hall. This glorious meeting had been organized by all
three Rotary Clubs: Rotary Club of Aasramam
 Rotary Club of Nagercoil Town
 Rotary Club of Yarncity
They offered us a red carpet welcome.
“One can begin so many things with a new person,
Even begin to be a better man”
 George Eliot
Very soon, the Inaugural Meeting began. S. Varsha of Maroon Team anchored the
session. She welcomed all the dignitaries present in that auspicious day to the Dais.
The dignitaries include;
 Mr. Mullanchery M. Velian, KAP organizer
 Rtn. B. Edwinn Jose, President, Rotary Club of Aasramam.
 Rtn. C.M. Brahmanayakam, Secretary, Rotary Club of Aasramam.
 Rtn. Vishnuram, President, President, Rotary Club of Nagercoil Town.
 Rtn. Chidambaram Pillai, Secretary, Rotary Club of Nagercoil Town.
 Rtn. A. Rajan, President, Rotary Club of Yarncity.
 Rtn. M. Chandrababu, Secretary, Rotary Club of Yarncity.
 Rtn. Jesintha Dharma, Assistant Governor.
Subsequently, Rtn. B. Edwin Jose read out the Rotary Prayer. Rtn. Vishnuram
gave the welcome address. He hailed and welcomed all the dignitaries and
expressed some of his views:
 “This is a very good, fine and successful session due to the presence of
KAP’s Young Scientists”, he gratified.
 He appraised KAP for creating a tendency of confidence among students.
 He appreciated the parents present there for their immense support and
dedication towards their children.
He also reflected his prideness to have a session with KAP and assured that
KAP is nurturing a strong base for future scientists.
Then, Varsha detailed the Highlights of KAP’s activities this year and gave a
brief account on the selection process including the study camps that we had
undergone.
Next, Velian Sir delivered the Welcome Address. He briefed his memories
of the grand “Earth Hour” Programme that is being conducted by Rotary
Clubs every year. He expressed his strong assurance that this study camp

will be a great success with this fine start here as everything that begins
well ends well. He appreciated Rtn. Suresh, the former president of Rotary
Clubs for his efficient administering of all the Rotary Clubs. He also thanked
the Presidents and Secretaries of all Rotary Clubs for their effective
control and monitoring over the Rotary Clubs. He also expressed his
gratitude to Asst. Governor Rtn. Jesintha Dharma, an impressive personality
present amongst us. Velian sir also detailed a short account on the Glimpses
of KAP Activities this year. These highlights implied to us that KAP is
providing a Unique and acceptable service to all of us. This made me salute
KAP and glorify it with a loud applause.
Next, Rtn. Rajan,
President
of
Rotary Club of
Yarncity proposed
the
Presidential
Address.
He
inspired us to do
well in all our
activities
and
wished us `All The
Best’
Then the Young
Scientist we given
chance to give
their theme talks:
1. V. Steffy, Red Team – Industrial and Ecological conditions
She implied that UK was the first country to be industrialized.
She pointed out the merits and demerits of industries and the impacts
they have on our District, Kanyakumari. She also stressed on the harmful
effects of bricks, rubber and cashew nut factories in our district. Finally
she concluded by asking a question: “Are industries good or bad?” She
revealed the answer: `Neither’. They are tools in our hands. If we use
them as a benefit, they are our friends, or else, they spoil us. She made
us understand that the `Choice is ours!’. I was very much impressed by
her thoughtful conclusion.
2. Rugen, Yellow Team – Life style of coastal people
His speech proved us that fishing is the riskiest job. The problems of the
coastal people specified by him include:






Less income
More risk of cancer
Life loss while fishing
Being dishonoured by other people etc...
These problems indeed made me very thoughtful.

3. I.G. Achsah, Green Team – Overview of Coastal Environmental Study Tour
I gave a brief account on the events that took place during our Coastal
Study Tour on 28th and 29th of December, 2013.
4. Jeshwini, Green Team – Present condition of Palaiyaru River
She pointed out the origin of Palaiyaru River, how badly it is being
degraded today and the measures that should be followed to rectify it:
Origin:
 It originates in Surulakkodu.
 It flows for about 31 km
 It irrigates fields which accounts for about 397 sq.km or 1/4th of our
district.
How it is degraded today and its impact on us:
 Water hyacinth: It doubles in 18 days. It also caused malaria by serving as a
habitat for mosquitoes.
 Sewage and plastic wastes pollutes most of the river. The pollution is at the
peak in the Suseentharan – Putheri region
 Waste deposits in the river causes flooding and spreads diseases like
cholera, jaundice etc. among the consumers.
 Palaiyaru River has about 3000 units of e-coli, a harmful bacterium in 1 cubic
mm of water.
There facts made all of us very shocked
Ways to be rectified:
 Government should remove water hyacinths.
 Sewage should be treated before sending it into the river.
 Pits can be dug near our homes for dumping the household wastes.
 Avoid dumping wastes in road side areas.
 Curb the usage of pesticides.
 Create a strong awareness among the people.
Jeshwini’s speech gave us a clear picture about the Palaiyaru river and its
degradation. The alternative measures she suggested are really applicable
for the river’s betterment
5. Anisha, Maroon Team – Estuaries

She stated that “Estuary is a place where a river and a sea meet”. “The
major river in our Kanyakumari district is the Thamirabarani River”, she
asserted. She also mentioned few factors like fertilizers and sewage that
degrades the estuaries
6. Anlin Tino, Maroon Team – Conversion of Paddy Fields into Housing Lands
“India is an agricultural country” is an old saying. “But now, this fact has gone
wrong”, she admonished. She also spotted out few reasons for this drastic
conversion of Paddy fields into Housing Lands. Some of the reasons include:
 Lack of monsoon rains which results in water scarcity and crop fields turning
into barren lands.
 Use of pesticides denies the growth of plants.
 Lack of awareness to farmers about crop rotation.
 Prestige problem :
o “If a person says, `I am an Engineer’, he is held in high esteem, but if
a person says, `I am a farmer’, he is dishonoured”, she sighed.
 Decline of Joint families :
o This causes the families to fragment and all the small families formed
shift to town to search for better jobs.
 Over population leads to construction of houses on agricultural lands.
 Less income
As a result of all these factors, the farmers are searching for a better
town-based job for a standard living and fields are being turned to houses.
The villages are becoming cities. All these facts that Tino specified
stimulated our thoughts towards this topic.
Meanwhile, Dr. James Wilson, the Chairman of Sigma & MACET,
arrived. Varsha gave a warm and a hearty welcome to him. Subsequently, the
talks of the Young Scientists continued.
7. Meera, Blue Team - `Famous Scientist of Organic Farming– Nammalvar’
She briefed about his achievements and life history.
 Nammalvar was
 a Agricultural Graduate from Annamalai University
 1968 – He carried our research based on agriculture and organic farming
 1978 – He found a society to promote organic farming
 He also went to Netherland and inaugurated a foundation called
LIESA.
 Nammalvar also holds the pride of helping in the rehabitation of
numerous people affected by Tsunami in various parts of the world
including India, Indonesia etc….

December 30th, 2013- Nammalvar passed away.
Meera’s talk inculcated a great deal of knowledge within us.
8. Joshika Raj, Red Team – Condition of biodiversity in Kanyakumari District
She implied that the biodiversity in our district is declining. She listed
out some reasons for that:
- Over population
- Cell phone towers (Kills birds)
- Hunting wildlife for horns, skin etc.E.g. Deer
- Destruction of medicinal plants
These factors also disturb the food chain. For Instance: If the race of
snakes gets declined, the rat population would rise up and it would deplete
the agricultural land and the grains. In turn, we will be affected with food
scarcity. Her speech was exemplary.
Then, Rtn. Mrs. Jesintha Dharma felicitated the gathering. She conveyed her
greetings to all young scientist and hailed that we look like real scientist. She
appraised that we are young, energetic and enthusiastic also, every word we speak
is impressive. She informed that the matter and manner of our speech is
systematic. She appreciated that this speech is the fruit of the hard work that we
had under took with real enthusiasm by sacrificing the pleasure of Pongal holidays,
unlike other students. She glorified that we are glaring, glooming, glowing and
glamering and wished us all the best to grow and reach the highest peak in future.
Finally, she ended up her magnificent speech by telling, “God bless you”. Again, the
Young Scientists proceeded their theme talks:
9. Lakshmi, Yellow Team – Coastal area protection
Through her talk, we understood the role of Mangrove Forests in preventing
Coastline erosion and floods. She referred that “Coastline pollution is due to
Industrial Pollution” and suggested some useful alternatives for that. Her awaking
and alerting address was exemplary
10. Anci Jeneba, Yellow Team – Multiple uses of Palm Tree
She mentioned that the average height of a Palm tree is 30m. “This is one of
India’s Endemic Tree”, she asserted. She also listed out its uses. She uttered that
unwillingness to invest money is one of the factors that affects the Palm tree
plantations and also told some of preventive measures for its decline. The unique
facts she provided us nurtured our thoughts and minds.
11. Ashwin Niranjan, Maroon Team – Conservation of soil
He began his talk with an impressive quote:
“No life without soil
No soil without life”- Chaldres E. Callov


He also specified how soil is essential for plant and animal existence on this earth.
He pointed out another awaking quote:
“A nation that destroys its soil, destroys itself”
– Franklin D. Roosevelt
He spotted out an alerting fact that 11% of Asia’s cropland is degraded and
suggested few steps to
rectify this:
 Maximize the use
of
organic
fertilizer
 Judicious use of
Chemical
fertilizers
 Minimize
the
pollution of soil by
other sources
 Encourage farmers
to
use
organic
fertilizers
 Prevent
soil
erosion
His speech was informative.
Then, Dr. James Wilson, the Chairman of MACET and Sigma College, gave the
felicitation. He expressed his gratitude to the Rotary Association for their kind
hospitality towards us. He appreciated the manner of preparation and presentation
of our speech. He also congratulated us for the good report that we had made on
the Scientific Awareness Camp and motivated us to follow the suit in this camp
too. Finally, he impressed us to make use of this unique opportunity, and ended up
by greeting us saying: “All the best, Take Care” Subsequently the team talks
proceeded.
12. Ethazl Sherin – Let us all breathe air
She admonished that “Without air, we are nothing”. She defined air as a “mixture
of gases” Air mainly consists of three gases:
 Nitrogen – 78%
 Oxygen – 21%
 Argon – 1 %
She also detailed about our respiratory system and explained how the air
passes through our body when we breathe. The pathway of air is as follows:

Nose
Nasal Cavity
Windpipe
Bronchus
Alveoli
Diffusion takes place in alveoli, thus enabling us to breathe. She encouraged us to
practice yoga for smooth breathing. Then she briefed about the harmful practice
of smoking:
 Smoking is dangerous to health
 A Cigarette has about 4000 chemicals in it.
 There are three main chemicals:
o Tar
o Carbon monoxide
o Nicotine
She also specified the ill-effects of these Chemicals. Finally she concluded by
telling “Quit smoking or tie trying”. Her speech made us aware of the dangers of
smoking.
Then, Velaian sir gave us some instructions to follow during our study camp. He also
praised Dr. James Wilson for his presence amongst us.
Later, Blessie of Maroon Team proposed the vote of thanks. The words she
specified: “Gratitude should be the attitude of Humanity” impressed me a lot.
She thanked all the dignitaries for their presence in this auspicious occasion. The
meeting got over at about 6.50 p.m. Soon, we had our dinner. Later, we began our
odyssey to Karur at about 7.30 p.m.
Day 2 (18-01-14, SATURDAY):
“Travel, in the Young Sort, is a part of education,
In the elder, a part of experience”
–
Francis
Bacon
Our Victorious journey to Karur came to an end by 3.00 a.m. We reached the
Sabare Textile Industry and had a refresh at the Guest Room. By 7.45 a.m. we had
our breakfast at the cafeteria and had a short assembly in its surrounding by 8.10
a.m. Praison of Maroon Team proposed the Welcome Address. He welcomed all the
dignitaries present in that occasion.

Mr. Mullanchery M. Velian, the organizer of KAP
Dr. Krishna raj, ISRO Medical Officer
Mr. Edwin Sam, Yellow Team Co-ordinator
Dr. Edwin Gladson, Green Team Co-ordinator
Mr. John Rabi Kumar, Maroon Team Co-ordinator
Mr. Johnson, Green Team Councillor
Ms. Mary Juliet, Blue Team Guide Teacher
Ms. Sandhya Mol, Green Team Guide Teacher
the Young Scientists were called to deliver their speeches:
Bibisha, Green Team – Wild life in Kanyakumari District
She specified the names and characteristics of some wildlife present in
our district. It was a useful source of information.
2. Jeneba, Green Team – Decline in taming of Cattle
She spotted out few reasons for this factor:
 Rise in price
 Lack of time
 Lack of willingness to tame
She explained us the benefits of domesticating cattle and encouraged us to do
so. She also instructed us to keep the cattle clean to prevent them from various
diseases. Finally, she ended if by telling:” Let us all tame cattle in our homes and
get milk from them for the national welfare”
3. Krishnaveni, Blue Team – Kitchen Garden
She denoted the importance of practicing kitchen garden system in this modern
world. She also mentioned that this is one of the ways to save our income.
4. Scottlin Joe – Maroon Team – Need of Swamps to be protected
He pointed out that Fresh Water Swamps is the best land to grow plants. He
also explained the role of swamps to protect the coastal areas from waves. He
sighed that these swamps are being encroached. He also spotted out an example
for this: Earlier, there were 5500 hectares of swamps in Chennai. There are
only 1000 hectares at present. Finally, he concluded by impressing us to protect
these swamps.
5. Blessie, Maroon Team-Kanyakumari district: threat due to stone crushing
She briefed about this factor and suggested some measures to rectify this.
6. Varsha, Maroon Team – Sacred Groves
She defined Sacred Groves as a place where plants are preserved. 50 years ago
our state Tamil Nadu had about 5000 sacred groves. The Meghalayan Sacred
Groves have about 50,000 plants. People believe some plants as the oldest
creation of God. So, they conserve such plants and prevent those trees from









Then,
1.

being felled. Such trees and plants also constitute sacred groves. She specified
that these sacred groves support biodiversity. She spotted out a sacred grove
in our Kanyakumari district. It is located in Agastheswaram and spreads around
an area of about 2.6 hectares. Finally she ended up her speech by motivating us
to protect sacred groves.
7. Nithya, Red Team – Utilization of Water Resources in Kodaiyaru River
She pointed out that the Kodaiyaru originates at the Muttukuzhi Vayal. It
starts flowing from the Manimutharu Dam through the Manimutharu Water
Falls. It also irrigated an area of about 17,000 acres in Thirunelveli District.
She also detailed all its utilities including power generation, transportation and
so on. We were nurtured with a lot of facts about Kodaiyaru through her
speech.
8. Shanu, Red Team – AVM Canal : The Need to be cleaned
She stressed few important points:
 AVM canal stretches from Mandaikadu to Kochi.
 Earlier, it was a source of fresh water. It enabled transportation and was
used for domestic purposes like bathing, consuming etc.
 Now, it is damaged and polluted due to over population and other human
activities.
Finally, she ended her words by telling: “Government has under taken various
measures to protect this AVM canal. Let us once again plead the government to
initiate quick measures “.These words inspired me a lot.
9. Jaya Varshini, Red Team – Endangered Birds in Kanyakumari District
She stated that, “Endangered birds are those birds which are in verge of
extinction”. Overpopulation and habitat degradation causes birds to be
endangered. She also listed out few names of endangered birds in our district:
 Spot Billed Pelican
 Nilgiri Pipette
 Malabar Trojan etc…
She warned us that, “We should practice replantation to prevent these bird
species from extinction” and thus finished her talk.
10. M.R. Varsha, Red Team – Tourist spots of Kanyakumari: The Need to be
protected
She briefed about two major tourist spots of our district:
 Kanyakumari – Vivekananda Rock, Thiruvalluvar Stateau
 Thirparappu – Water Falls
Her speech proved us the necessity to conserve our cultural heritages.
11. Bowshika, Red Team – Minerals in Kanyakumari District

She listed out some names of the minerals present in our district like illuminate
Siluminate, Monocytes, Rute oil etc. Most of these minerals are present in the sea
shore soil. “These mineral are of great value and should be protected”. She
asserted. Her speech gave us many details.
12. Dharshini, Blue Team – Protect water Resources
She made us understand the value of the prestigious water resources using
some Tamil Thirukkurals:
“Neeriti Amaiyadhu Ulagu”
“Puranthoomai Neeral Amayum Aganthooimai
Vaaimayal Kanap padum”
The speech that she delivered reflected a comprehensive and fluent Tamil.
13. Dawnlyn Lal, Blue Team – Reservoirs and water resources in Kanyakumari
District
He asserted that our Kanyakumari District is a very good resource of water.
The water resources are divided into surface water and ground water. He listed
out the names of few rivers in our district.
 Thamirabarani
 Valliyaru
 Palaiyaru
 Pallivaaikal
 Thadagaiyaru
 Kodaiyaru
The Kodaiyaru River has 6 reservoirs. He also mentioned the names of few
dams in our district.
 Pechipparai Dam
 Perunchani Dam
 Chittar I Dam
 Chittar II Dam
 Mambalathuraiyaru Dam
 Upper and Lower Kodaiyaru dam
The speech that he gave taught us unique facts about our district.
14. Jini, Blue Team – Importance of maintaining Coastal Cleanliness
She spoke on the factors that destroy the coastal wealth and the steps &
measured to rectify it.
15. Amarthya Nishalini – Crop Field
She explained us how the soil of the crop field is losing its prestige by the
use of pesticides. She advised us to use organic fertilizers to facilitate or
promote soil fertility.

16. Nishika, Yellow Team – Disaster management is Coastal Areas
She differentiated disaster into two ways:
 Natural disaster
 Manmade disaster
She told us an alarming and alerting fact that, “Coral reefs in 93 countries are
vanishing” She also spotted out the importance of conserving Mangrove forests
and sand dunes as these factors can withstand huge waves and control floods.
Her speech created awareness with us. With this the theme talk session got
over.
Livee, a former young scientist gave the suggestions about our speeches. She
gave us some useful tips to make our speeches better:
 Talk with confidence
 Focus more on our Kanyakumari District
 Don’t talk in a globalised way.
Then, V. Steffy of Red Team gave an overall remark about all the speeches.
Later, Myself, Jeshwini and Fathima (all from Green Team) expressed our ideas
on “How to make the speech better”. Next, Mary Juliet Mam told her views to
us. She admonished that we had got a rare and unique chance. She instructed us
to avail of the opportunity properly and utilize it to create new innovative ideas.
Then, John Rabi Kumar Sir gave his tips:
 We had got a good opportunity to speak. So, we should utilize this properly.
 Don’t repeat the same words like a struck Gramophone record.
 We have to re- search what is provided earlier while preparing for our talk.
 Emphasis more on our District.
Next, Scientist Benizikhar Rajan Sir gave his golden suggestions to give a
successful talk:
 Practically see the things before talking about it.
 Speak 10% globally, 20% about our country and the rest 70% should be
relevant to our district.
 Don’t mug up the concept, understand and talk
 Understand and cherish the concept in your mind
 Efficiency and hard work makes you to present in a better way
Later, Edwin Sam Sir told his views for a systematic way of presentation:
1. Give an overall introduction about the topic.
2. Specify the importance of it
3. Mention its earlier condition
4. Compare it with the present situation
5. Point out the ways for its improvement

Really, all the tips that I heard were like rubies. I am sure that these tips will pave
way for us to speak in a better way next time.
Then, we began our industrial visit at about 9.35 a.m.
1. Weaving Section
Here, Mr. Senthil Nathan, Mr. Ganesh and Ms. Barathi were present to
guide us.
(i) Warehouse
First, we were led to the warehouse. It is a location to store materials. Senthil
Nathan sir showed us the output fabric which is of various styles, classified based
on the input raw material. Ganesh sir also explained us about the fabrics processed
in different methods:
 Weaving method – Our clothes
 Non oven method – hospital masks, plant nets
The weaving process in carried out by four methods:
1. Plain Method
2. Drill method
3. Jacquard method
4. Dobby method
Then, we went to another warehouse. Even there, Senthil Nathan sir addressed us.
He stressed out many points:
 Fabric is the cloth which can be woven into various types
 The raw material which can processed using machine is called yarn.
 The Yarn may be cotton, polycotton, Polyester
 Yarn is measured in Kilogram (kg)
 The Specification for yarn is ‘count’
 The count of the yarn varies from 2 to 330
 The yarn of 2 counts is hard and thick. As count increases, the diameter
decreases
 Yarn can be easily broken (he said this by showing us a yarn of 74 count)
 The commonly used yarn is of count 40, 60, 80.
 40 – pant
 80 – shirt



While purchasing yarn, they purchase it in two types – horizontal& vertical.
Yarn

Warp







Then,
about












Weft

Yarn in beam
Yarn in cone
The Warp is of a better quality for a better finishing
The beam pulls the yarn in high pressure. To withstand this and to gain
rigidity, the thin yarn is coated with starch.
Weaving is the interlace of yarn (warp and weft) for making fabrics.
For each fabric, there is a unique programming.
Yarn is rewinded for coating starch on it.
The material used to hold the yarn is in conical or cylindrical form. If it is in
cylindrical form, it is called cheese.
we viewed the warping machines. Senthil Nathan Sir nurtured us with facts
the machine by pointing out each part:
The cones of yarn are placed in the bars which acts like racks. A machine can
hold a maximum of 2000 cones at a time.
These cones of Yarn are rewinded and each thin yarn is brought separately
to another machine for even distribution.
The beam with yarn is termed as load beam and the one without yarn is
known as empty beam.
As yarn moves from one beam to another through a conveyer, the starch is
coated on it.
The process of adding starch to the Yarn to improve its strength and
rigidity is called sizing.
Drawing:
Based on the customer’s requirements, designs are made in the warp. This
process is called drawing.
Drawing strips or designs on the yarn gives a pleasant feel and view to it.
This process enhances the appearance of the final product (Fabric)
The specifications of warp are counts and yens.
Split yarn can be rejoined by putting a knot in it.
After the drawing process, the yarn is given as input for processing the
fabrics.
Then, Ganesh Sir addressed us
He detailed us about few parts in the weaving machine.
Heild wire
 It is of 1, 2 or 3 mm thickness
 It is of length 145 or 146 mm
Dropper

 It enables us to stop the machine manually.
Frame
 It is used to fix the Heild wire.
 It is termed as the formula for fabric
Then, he uttered the advantages of using Auto loom Machines: (used in
this company)
 These machines are based on a sensing method.
 The machine stops automatically in case of an error.
 Four lights are fitted with the machine. Three lights glow in case of a
problem. Each light signifies different errors.
 The automatic stopping of the machine avoids wastage of yarn.
 Very less manpower is needed for maintaining the machines.
 More production
 Fine Quality
He also showed us the samples of frames, Heild wires and droppers.
Again, in another instance, Senthil Nathan Sir told us many facts about the
machines used in this weaving division of Aryan Textrade Industry.
 Here, they have 64 weaving machines.
 The machines are of two company manufacturers: Leolardo Vamatex and
Sulzer
 Machines are specified based on their Size and RPM (Revolution per Minute)
i.e. the motor speed
 The bigger looms are of bigger size. Here, they have two such looms of 360
and 190 cm specification.
 The Specification :
o 360 cm – used for 130 – 133 inches fabrics
o 190 cm – used for 70 – 73 inches fabrics
(Conversion of cm to inches – divide by 2.54)
 They have 4 machines of 220 cm. (80 inches)
 Here, the two types of machines in the following specifications are available:
o Vamatex: 360 cm, 190 cm
o Sulzer: 360 cm, 220 cm
 Sulzer is again classified into two types based on their height and
mechanism:
o Small: 7,100 type
o Big: 7,200 type
The Mechanisms of these machines are as follows:
Vamatex:

It uses rapier tape to carry weft form one place to another to interlace the
fabric with warp.
Sulzer:
It uses projectile to carry out the above mentioned process
Other such mechanisms to be implemented here in future are:
 Air jet – air is used as the interlacing medium
 Water jet – Water is used as the interlacing medium.
The machines use a big beam if it is of more height and a small beam if it is
of less height.
For specifications:
 190 cm – 1 beam is used
 360 cm – 2 such beams are used
After the fabric production, the left over small cones are brought again to
the winding machine to enable the yarn to be twisted and converted into
bigger cones.
These facts gave us immense knowledge about the weaving machines. Then,
we had a tea break. Later, we were splitted into three groups for having a
view at the machines. Green and yellow teams formed a group. We were led
by two enthusiastic libraries of knowledge:
Ganesh Sir and Edwin Sam Sir, the co-ordinator of Yellow Team.
We entered into an air – conditioned room. Ganesh sir enriched us with
a lot of facts:
 Manchester in Europe is known for its fabric production.
 Bombay is claimed as “the Manchester of India” and Coimbatore for
Tamilnadu.
 These regions excel in fabric production due to their cool climate
 So, to create such an artificial environment here, they use airconditioned rooms.
 They had constructed two plants for air-conditioning.
 These plants absorb moisture from the outside air and spread them
throughout the room, thus keeping the room cool.
 The roof of this room is termed as “aluminum coated heat assistance”.
It prevents heat from entering the room.
We also saw Vamatex and Sulzer machines. Ganesh sir again stressed the
significance of using these auto looms. He explained us clearly how the reed
joins the thread with the fabrics and made all of us well-known with all the
processes undergone there. Luckily, while we were at the spot, an error
occurred in the machine. So, we could lively witness the lights glowing:







 Green – Weft error
 Red – Warp error
 White – mechanical error
 Orange – running machine
We also viewed how the error is removed and Ganesh sir himself allowed us
to identify and remove those using droppers. Sir mentioned that each
machine costs about
Rs.35 lakhs. Then, we
shifted to the next
room.
We
were
wondered
that
we
couldn’t hear the sound
of the machines as in
the
previous
room.
Ganesh sir explained
that this is due to the
“Noise
preventing
curtain” that is dividing
both the rooms.
After the processing of the fabric in the weaving machine, it is brought to
the Checking / Inspection table. The processes undergone here are as
follows:
The errors in the fabric are checked and corrected manually by keeping it
over light for a clear vision.
A metre box is kept to identify the defects.
No fabric is 100% perfect without any errors. So, considerable defects are
accepted by the customers. To ensure this, a defect form is filled, with
respect to the defects.
Stains are also common in fabrics. To remove them, soap oil is applied on
them with brush or white petrol is shot with gun.
Then, the corrected fabric is folded in the folding machine. These folded
fabrics are packed, stitched and dyed for exporting to countries like USA,
UK and so on. Ganesh Sir mentioned that the owner of this Industry is D.P.
Suyambu Nadar. He has a vision of exporting fabrics for 1000 crores per
year and all of us wished it to be a reality.
Later, all three groups clustered together. We had a feedback and thanks
giving session. Myself and Jeshwini of Green Team, Varsha and Tino of
Maroon Team, Dawnlyn Lal of Blue Team and Steffy of Red Team told the

feedbacks. Finally Steffy ended up with a Vote of Thanks. All of us were
greatful to Ganesh Sir, Barathi Mam and Senthil Nathan Sir.
2. Cotton Manufacturing Division:
o As directed by Senthil Nathan Sir, we reached the next division by
12.00 p.m. It was the Cotton Manufacturing Division. Mr. Senthil Raj,
the production Assistant of this division was there to guide us. First,
he introduced himself and started detailing about the Polywadding
process, undergone for cotton production.
 The raw material used for this process is polyester. This is extracted from
used plastic bottles.
 They make sponges found within caps, jackets etc., by using these polyester
fibres. This process is termed as poly wadding.
 These sponges are specified in GSM (Gram per square Metre)
 The customers give order by specifying the length of the sides.
 This output sponge is called Bonding sheet.
 They purchase the polyester fiber from the Reliance industries at the cost
of Rs. 110 per kg.
 There are different types of polyester fibres. According to the customer
product requirements, they mix different fibres in a definite ratio
 These fibres are segregated on the basis of dinear.
 While purchasing, these fibres are bundled and stuffed together.
Senthilraj Sir listed out the following steps that are practiced while
processing the output.
Step: 1
The bundles are made free manually into small pieces
Step 2 (Pre Opener)
Such, Different fibres are placed in a layered manner in a machine called
“Pre Opener”. For every product, a fiber with a low melting point at normal
temperature
is
added. It may
range from 10% 30% based on
the product. E.g.
For a particular
bonding
sheet,
first, 20% of a
fiber is layered,
then 5% of the









prominent low melting point fiber is piled over it. This forms a layer.
Similarly, three layers are piled. Finally, this machine opens all the small
bundles of fiber until they are turned into thin filaments.
Step 3 (Mixer)
Then, these opened fibres are carried through a conveyer belt into the
mixer to mix evenly with other fibres. This mixer has small holes up to a
particular level. The mixed fibres must be loaded evenly till the level of
these holes, or else, a sensor blinks which indicates the motor to load more
fibres. The fibres are flattened here due to the pressure.
Step 4 (Beam)
The flattened fibres from the mixer are conveyed through rotating beam to
the next machine. There are 2 big beams and about 28 supporting beams.
The wires that run along the beam also transmit fibres.
Step 5 (Cross Lapper)
This machine folds the flattened fiber according to the required GSM. One
single role is of 20 m.
Step 6 (Heating by oil boiler)
This fiber is passed over the oven through the conveyer in five lines and
gets heated by the oil boiler. Here the fibres are gripped together to each
other due to the heat, forming the final product. The next step is packing.
Before doing this, the product is sent for quality inspection.
Step: 7 (Windering area)
Here, the final product is rolled into packages and are packed with a special
packing paper. Later they are covered with white Gethon covers. A vacuum
machine sucks the air in the cover and seals it. Now, it is ready for export.
We had a rare opportunity to view all the machines and the final product.
Later, we went to have a look at the boiler. Even there, Senthil Raj Sir
addressed us. He spotted out a great deal of information regarding the
boiler.
The boiler runs for 24 hours (1 day) and maintenance is done in the next 24
hours.
To run for just 24 hours, it consumer 3 ½ tons of firewood.
A blowing fan is fixed within it to blow the ashes.
It’s minimum temperature is 230c
In the inner surface of the oven, a pipe like structure is coiled. Oil flows
inside it, gets heated and goes through the conveyer to the oven for heating
the product. Again, it flows back here for getting heated up again.
Four Pipes of oil runs during the same time

In a nutshell, we can tell that, oil is the medium to transfer heat from the
boiler to the oven and vice versa.
 The oil is replaced once in 6 or 7 years.
 The maintenance of the boiler and the control of its control board are laid
upon a certififed operator, Mr. Ganapathy. An electrician and a mechanic are
also appointed for its maintenance.
Later, all of us assembled together. Meera of Blue Team and Ethazl of Red Team
gave the feedback. Jeshwini of Green Team conveyed her gratitude to Senthil Raj
Sir. We also followed the suit and then departed. Then, we had our lunch at the
canteen at about 1.20 p.m.
Again, we continued our field visit:
3. Home Division
We arrived at the home division at about 2.10 p.m. Ms. Priya, the Inventory and
stock maintenance Incharge guided us. She gave us a brief account about the
functions of this division:
 In this division, they process the house hold fabrics like table cloth,
curtains, bed sheet etc.
 The process goes like this :
1. Fabrics are bought from other industries. First, these fabrics are
checked to analyze if there is any sort of error in them.
2. The perfect fabrics are cut and then stitched according to the user’s
requirements
3. Then, the final products are packed in a manner that the customer
wishes.
 If they receive a hand weaved piece of fabric, they just check them, paste
the stickers and sell them.
Then, we had a visit around this division. We had a look at every process
undergone there. At each spot, Priya Mam gave us many details:
 First, we saw a cutting table. Here they cut the fabric depending on the
contract. The technical name of contract is letter of credit (LC)
 As most of the fabrics are in square or rectangular shape, they cut it
directly.
 For a circular piece of fabric, they cut using a reference cardboard arc.
 The cut fabric is embroidered according to the buyer’s wish.
 They don’t print designs here.
 The cut cloth is stitched and then it’s checked in the checking table
 The fabric can be embroidered before or after stitching with reference to
the easiness in production.













Finally the final product is ironed with steam, pasted with a sticker or
tagged, and packed according to the buyer’s wishes.
The packed fabrics are randomly inspected of their quality by the
representatives sent by the customers.
Then, they are exported to countries like USA, China etc. If the export is
delayed, an approval is asked.
Here, they don’t practice domestic sales
They maintain a standard agreement
The stitching machines used here are automatic. They have a brake in them
to stop the running machine.
Here, we got a lucky instance to view all the processes from the input of the
lengths of fabrics to the output in stitched pieces. It was really awesome.
Then, we had a visit to a Newly Installed division. Even in this division, Priya
Mam leaded us. Here, they stitch the bed set. First, the fabric is checked
in a process called bedding. Later, it undergoes all the previous mentioned
process and finally the output product, “a bed set” is evolved. One bed set
contains the following items:
1 Bed cover
2 Pillow covers
1 Bed spread
Priya Ma’am nurtured us with a great deal of facts. We were astonished to
hear from her that all the workers are been given training to use the fire
extinguisher. Later, all of us assembled together. I, Anisha, Ferdin Beny,
Ethazl, Varsha, Steffy, Nivethitha and Mervin gave the feedbacks. Finally, I
ended up the session with a vote of thanks. I expressed my deep sense of
gratitude to Priya Ma’am for her notable guidance.
Later, on our way to visit the next division, we saw a `needle and metal
detector’. It was within a metal free zone. Ms. Vanitha, the Quality
controller demonstrated the machine to us. If a metal is within the fabric,
this machine makes a specific sound and ceases the fabric from being
packed. Or else, it enables the fabric to be packed. “This is to ensure
safety”, Vanitha Mam asserted. Then, we expressed our Thanks to her. We
also went around the embroidery section. We found 8 automatic machines
performing machine embroidery. We were told that, similar to the process in
the weaving division, the entire machine stops in case of an error like thread
cut etc.
4. Banian Garments division

At about 4.00 p.m., we reached the Banian Garments Division. Mr. Durai,
the factory manager and Mr. Sethuraman, the Quality Manager were
present there to guide us. First, Mr. Durai gave us a short introduction.
He greeted us and began his address. The main points he stressed include
the following:
 Thirupur is known for its specialist in production of Banian Garments.
 Here, they purchase cloth from Thirupur and make huge production, thus it
can be hailed as, “Mini Thirupur”.
Later, Mr. Sethuraman explained the entire process to us:
 First, the buyers send a photo of the required sample. This is termed as
“Development Sample”
 Then, this textile industry stitches a fit sample and sends it back.
 If the customer agrees the sample, the required numbers of banians are
stitched.
 The Banian fabrics are measured in Gram per square metre (GSM)
 Later, the following tests are undergone in the banyan
 Lab Testing
 Stink age
 Width
 Spirality
 Colour fastness
 5% of errors are acceptable. If the percent is more than 5, the banyan is
not taken into consideration.
 A System used for the fabric inspection is 4 point system. According to this
:
 1 0 – 3 inches – 1 point
 3.1 – 6 inches – 2 point
 6.1 – 9 inches – 3 point
 Above 9 inches – 4 point
 If a Banian has holes, it is mentioned under 5 point
 They work out various formulas to remove stains and dye patches.
 When they get the unstitched fabric from other industries of Thirupur, they
give it relaxation for 8 hours. Later, they cut it.
 They pile up these fabrics with respect to their size range. This is termed as
CAD program. Accordingly, they decide the lay program.
 The fabrics are piled up in layers. Each layer is of 2 inches height.
 The quality people check the size of the cut cloth by keeping a sample over it.
 Then they bundle it with 50 pieces per bundle and then load it.














In each bundle, the following details are mentioned in a label :
Size
Quality
Colour
Cutter’s name
Later, the main label and the NASCAR label are attached with the bundle.
Then, the zig zag output is produced; next, processes like trimming,
checking, ironing and packing are undergone.
Subsequently, comes the prefinal level.
In this occasion, the packed boxes are randomly checked by the quality
people.
Finally, the banians are exported
Sethuraman Sir induced our brain with a lot of knowledge. We were glad
enough to perceive it. Then, Fathima of Green Team told the feedback and
also proposed the vote of thanks.
With this, our Industrial visit was over. Then, all of us assembled in the
meeting hall by about 4.20 p.m. There, we were provided with tea and
biscuits. Soon, we had a discussion there. Prime dignitaries including
Scientist Er. Benizikhar Rajan and Mr. Senthil Nathan were present in our
midst.
First, Scientist Er. Benizikhar Rajan, who holds the laurels for his great feat
of assembling the main technology of GSLV, addressed us.
It was an all rounding address and covered all spheres of this industry. He
began his speech with a Tamil Saying:
Padipadhilum Ketpadhu Nantu
Ketpadhilum Parpadhu Nantu
Parpadhilum Seivadhu Nantu
Then, he described the features of Karur district.
 Karur is one of the 32 districts in Tamil Nadu
 It is a landlocked, small district
 In Karur, the Amaravathy River joins with Kaveri
 Earlier, the double Railway was built here
 Unlike our district, Karur has no forest or sea
 Karur is famous for the mats that it produces.
Later, sir spotted out the Engineering skills needed to construct an industry
like Aryan Textrade:
Civil Engineering – Reference of land, water bodies building and transport
facilities

Mechanical Engineering -Use of machines
Electrical Engineering-Use of electricity or power to run machines.
-They us a 625 kW diesel generator
 Chemical Engineering- Use of chemicals to process yearns.
 Textile Engineering- textiles are processed
 Safety Engineering-Fire and Exit Management
 Electronic Engineering
 Use
of
Automated
Industrially
Hardened
Computer
(Programmable Logic Controller)
 Use of stepper mortar
To administrate an industry, the following units are fitted in it.
 Administration Monitoring-To monitor the works of the employees
 Accounts division-For the salary of workers
 Import & Export Inventory- it maintains the stores that imports & export
products
 Purchase Department-To purchase raw materials and machineries
 Marketing-To sell the products
Sir asserted that this industry has about 700 man powers. He also specified
few facts about the leading producers of various products:
 Once, Manchester in U.K. was known for its Textile Production
 Now, Milan in Italy is the leading producer of textiles
 Manchester of India is Bombay
 Manchester of Tamil Nadu is Coimbatore
 Erode is known for its Lungi and Blanket product’s
 Shirts and Pants are specialties of Karur.
 Now, Tamil Nadu is famous for its Vast production of Textiles
 Shangai in China and Bangladesh also exports large numbers of Fabrics
 Milan produces costly shirts and pants
 Kanchipuram, Banares and Thirupur are famous for silk
Benizikhar Rajan Sir appraised the following activities of this Industry:
 Various trees have been planted here, unlike other industries. The names
of the planters and the date are also mentioned near it.
 He appreciated the pleasant atmosphere of this industry that rejoiced us
a lot.
 This Industry has an efficient waste & plastic management system, unlike
many paint industries which pollutes the Cauveri River.



Finally, the appreciated his industry management for their environmental
secure practices and the memorable hospitality towards us. Thus, he ended
up his address.
Then, Dr. Edwin Gladson, Green Team co-ordinators gave his suggestions:
 Utilize this rare opportunity effectively
 Find at the remedial measure and include them in your speeches in the
conservation – related topics
 Try to be meaningful scientist
Next, Senthil Nathan sir wished us to achieve laurels in future and then
departed from the meeting.
Later, we had an interactive session among ourselves. We discussed on the
following topics regarding the industrial visit:
 Raw Materials
 Manufacturing Process
 Quality control
 Safety
 Automation & programming
 Waste Management System
 Business Technique
 Ecological Importance
This discussion got over by 5.45 p.m. Then, we had a relaxation in our rooms.
We clustered in the canteen again at about 7.00 p.m. There we had cultural
programmes. All the five teams performed dramas :
Yellow Team – Respecting Elders
Blue Team – Quarrel in Family
Green Team – School
Maroon Team – Relations
Red Team – Happy Home
Then, Velian Sir and one student from each team told their feedbacks on
the dramas :
Yellow Team – Lakshmi
Blue Team – Dharshini
Green Team – Achsah
Maroon Team – Varsha
Red Team – Steffy
Then, we had our dinners. Later, we had two entertaining dramas performed
by boys. Later, we had a prayer session. Subsequently, we wished `Good
Night’ to each other and went to our rooms for a sound sleep.

Day: 3(19-01-14, SUNDAY)
“We shall not cease from exploration
And the end of all our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And know the place for the first time”
- T.S. Eliot
With an enthusiastic mind, we woke up at around 5am. We refreshed ourselves and
at about 6.45 a.m., we had a discussion at the Canteen Surrounding. Velian sir gave
us a lot of tips to maintain good health. By 7.00 a.m. we had our breakfast. Then,
we had a thanks giving session. V. Steffy of Red Team thanked the Canteen Cooks
and the Industry Management who cared us for an entire day. All of us were
thankful to them. We began our exiting journey to the next spot, Panickampatty at
about 7.35 a.m.
By 9.45 am, we arrived at Panickampatty. There, we had a visit around a farm. Mr.
Balakrishnan, the co-ordinator of Red Ream explained us about the features that
we saw there.
The features include:
- Preparation of Vermi Compost (Manure, from earth worm)
- Plants like Kuppaimeni, Turmeric (Rhizome) Lady’s Finger (Hibiscus
Esculantus), Parthinium (A plant whose pollens causes asthma and Turmeric.
Then, Dr. Edwin Gladson, Green Team Co-ordinator showed us the specimens
of plants found in the farm and briefed their utilities:
Datura Medal
 It turns into a fertilizer in 10 days
Halotropus
 It serves as a good fertilizer
Kuppaimeni or Punai Vanangi
 20 mm of the Kuppaimeni extract serves as a good medicine for cough and
cold
Poovankurandhai (Seedevi Sengaruneer)
 Medicine for typhoid patients
Uzhinghai (Mudakkaruthaan)
 For body weakness
Keezharnelli
 Turns the hair into black colour
Kuppaikeerai
 It inbuilts calcium within us
Hydax

 It cures wounds
Aragampul
 It acts as a blood purifier
 A special feature about this plant is that its juice can’t be extracted by
smashing it. It can be extracted only by using Kadhazhi Banana. This
extracted juice can cure snake bite.
Kallurikki
 It is of sweet taste.
 It dissolves kidney stones.
Sirukanpeezhai
- It heals all types of stone diseases
Thaivalai
 It is a rare plant.
 Cures Teeth disorders and Tooth ache
Halotropus
 Breaks haemotoxic poison
Kanavazhai
 It is edible
 It has white or blue colored flowers
Kootuthakkali
 Cures ulcers
 Rich in Vitamin A & C
Manathakkali
 Cures ulcers
Curry Leaves
 Initiates strength to our hair and teeth.
 Nurtures us with calcium and antioxidants
Goose berry
 Leaves are edible
 Dried leaves are made into pillows
The details given by Edwin Gladson sir were very informative. All of us were
wondered about his exemplary knowledge. Then we visited a paddy field
enclosed with the farm. Velian sir specified few impressive Tamil sayings
about paddy:
“Adi Mannukku, Nadu Maattukku, Nuni Veetukku”
Later, each team went for a field study. Our green team was led by our team
co-ordinator, Edwin Gladson sir. He asserted that “Vermi-compost is more

effective than cow dung”. We also view the irrigation facilities of this
farm. He also pointed out few plants and specified their benefits.
Siruthali
 Cures diabetes
Narisaarvai
 Used for compost
Soon, we were informed that the owner of the farm arrived. Our mind were
trembling to see him as we were astonished by the manner he had maintained
this great farm. We all assembled together at a desired spot in the farm.
S.Varsha of Maroon Team welcomed Mr. Gopalakrishnan, the owner of this farm.
Then, she invited Mr. Velian the organizer of KAP to give away the Introductory
Address. Velian sir briefed about the Highlights of KAP this year and about the
selection process to Gopalakrishnan sir. He also conveyed his thanks to him for
paving way for us to visit this farm and learn more about organic farming.
Later, Gopalakrishnan sir addressed us. He pointed out that his hereditary
occupation is agriculture and so he followed it. He gave us an informative,
interactive and interesting speech. He told us that he had planned to give four
gifts to four among us. The prize goes to the one who raises his/her hand first.
While he revealed that the prizes are VIBGIOR (Rainbow) Fish and a puppy, every
one put their hands up. But, while he said Owl and Snake, only few raised their
hands. He made us understand through this that we value few organisms, while we
hate a few though all are useful to us. In fact, snakes and owls help us a lot. In one
year, I pair of rats can turns to 7 lakhs rats. Within 28 days 1 pair can rear 8-12
young ones. These young ones rear the same and finally they reach this high glory
of population. These rats destroy crop fields which provide us food.
 An owl eats 4 – 6 rats per day
 A snake eats 8-12 rats per day
 A python eats up to 18 rats per day
Thus, they help us indirectly. So, he proved through this instance that every
organism has its own value and we don’t have any right to disturb its habitat. He
mentioned that killing snake is an offence.
Earthworm lives in most of the soil. He showed us an earthworm and let it on the
ground. He dropped a pinch of common salt on it. With an instant, the earthworm
died. This event made us shocked. He alerted us by letting us to imagine how
innumerable earthworms are killed by the activities of humans who dump million and
million tons of harmful salts like urea and potash in the soil. Plants can grow
without such fertilizers as in hills and forests. But, we don’t have the right to kill
such soil organisms created by God by using harmful pesticides. Through this

truth, he proved us the real worth and value of organic farming. Here, they use
Vermi – Compost as the organic fertilizer. It is made by using earth worms. It is a
cheap and easily-made organic fertilizer. It serves as excellent nourishment for
plants. This also stimulates the growth of more earthworms in the soil. He also
listed out the names of few other organic fertilizers
 Panjakavvium
 Amirthakaraisal
 Lemon-egg solution
 Fish solution
 Pinnakku
 Compost
 Sea weeds
 Weeds that grow near plants made into fertilizer
He specified that we can use any one of these method according to our
convenience. Then, we looked at the processes to make vermi-compost lively.
Gopalakrishnan sir explained us each process clearly.
Process to make Vermi-Compost:
1. Culturing Earthworms
To culture earth worms, the prime most thing that we have to do is to make
food for the earthworm. The earth worm consumes all wastes, except
plastic, chemicals, stones and glass. Since there is a farm here, all the farm
wastes are brought to a place and are dumped as a heap. The heap may be of
certain layers like: leaves in the bottom layer, cow dung should be sprinkled
above it, again all the farm and household wastes are dumped over it. When
we see this heap, the top layer seems to be dry, while the bottom layer
seems to be filled with moisture. It is essential for us to sprinkle water on it
for about 45 days. Within 60 days, the wastes are partially decomposed and
all part of it will be filled with moisture. Partially decomposed wastes are
easily consumed by earthworms. Shady regions serve as the most suitable
place for this process. For stimulating the process of decomposition, the
heaps of wastes should be scrambled. So that all parts of the heaps receive
water becomes wet and this decomposes the wastes. If this is not done,
decomposition process takes more days. Earthworms breed in this
decomposed material.
2. Processing of decomposed material into vermi-compost.
On a mud ground, coconut shells are spread out in a measure of 3 feet with
and 15-16 feet length. The decomposed material is dumped over these shells.
Water must be sprinkled over this for about 2-4 days.
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There are about 3000 varieties of earth worms world over. 564 varieties
belong to India. They are of three types:
Top level earth worms – goes up to 6-9 inches horizontally
Middle level earthworms – goes up to 3 – 3.5 inches deep
Bottom level earthworms – goes up to the mud’s depth
For making vermi compost, they use only top level earthworms. The best
variety is the African Variety – “Eudilus,” “Euginae”. The common
earthworm found in our locality is Lambito Moritus. The reason for us to
prefer Eudilus, Euginae over the common Lambito Moritus is that:
If a Lambito Moritus is of 1 g, it consumes food and gives out vermicompost of 0.5 g.
If a Eudilus, Euginae is of 1 g, it consumes and gives out vermi-compost
of 5 g.
The actual weight of Eudilus, Euginae is 110 g. So it is able to produce a large
amount of vermi-compost.
It can adapt to itself to all climates, even cold.
Gopalakrishnan sir uttered much more details about earth worms and vermicompost:
Earthworms are active in moisture.
These earth worms consume the decomposed particles through their mouth
and excrete them through their tail. These excreta are termed as the
vermi-compost.
Vermi-compost can be processed as three qualities :
(i) Our use
The Final product as it is, can be used for our use.
(ii) Packing for domestic sales
The final product should be sieved and the fine grains of vermi-compost
can be packed for sales.
(iii) Export Quality
Two bricks must be placed over the decomposed particles. The earth worm
which lives within these bricks excretes and all the pure excreta are
collected above the bricks. It does not mix up with the other particles.
These fine excreta alone make up the best and thus the export quality.
Once in 15 days, the top layer of vermi compost is collected, so that, the
earth worms can eat the bottom layers.
In 1992, Gopalakrishnan sir had got just 25 Eudilus, Euginae earthworms
from Dr. L.S. Ranganathan, Zoology HOD, Annamalai University (1992) after
a very long struggle and request. Now this has multiplied in to lakhs and

lakhs, that he is distributing this to various states like Kerala and countries
like Malaysia, Australia etc.
 The colour of the earthworms and their eggs vary. For instance :
Eudilus, Euginae
 Worm colour – Violet (glittering)
 Egg colour – pale brown
Lambito Moritus
 Worm colour – Its head glitters in green
 Egg Colour – Brownish
 Earthworm has no bones
. Anisha of maroon team asked a clever question:
“Can we grow earth worms near all plants as its surrounding contains
many decomposed particles naturally?”
Answer (by Gopalakrishnan sir):
There are many methods for processing vermi compost :
 Heap method
 Tank method
 Four tank system
 House system
 Agricultural field system etc….
 We can’t grow earthworms or process vermicompost in fields, due to the
presence of water around
 It can’t be done around leguminous plants too.
 It can be done in horticulture clubs consisting of trees like guava, rambutan,
etc and also in sugarcane fields.
Again, all of us gathered together for a meeting. There, Gopalakrishnan sir
showed the final product of vermin compost. Some of the benefits or merits of
vermin compost over ordinary compost are as follows:
 In 1 acre of land, 1 ton of vermi compost = 20 tons of ordinary
compost.
 Vermi compost contains: more nutrition, more enzymes and more micro
organisms than ordinary compost.
 The vegetables obtained from vermin-compost don’t decay for about 4-6
days.
Sir also explained us the ways to process other organic fertilizers.
1. Amirthakaraisal
 In a 250 l barrel, mix the following ingredients:
 app 20 kg cow dung

10 l cow urine
180 l water
½ - 1 kg – jaggery
Stir the following ingredients using a stick. This must be done for 50 times
in clockwise direction, three times a day
 Place the barrel in shadow
 Within 24 hours, millions of microbes breed here and it is ready for used.
 During morning, Mix this with the water used for irrigating the field. Within
24 hours, the plants in the field can be seen glooming in green
o Precaution: Use this within 3 days, if not, sprinkle water on it to keep
it effective for use.
2. Fish-mixed solution
 Things required: 20-25 lemons, 10 hen eggs, ¼ kg In a bucket, mix 1 kg of
decayed fish with 1 kg of jaggery or molasses and stir it well to turn it into a
curd-like solution.
 Keep this bucked air tight, in a lonely shed and avoid going near it for 3-4
days due to the awful smell evolved.
 After four days, stir it periodically with an interval of 2 days
 On the 15th day, squeeze and filter the solution.
 By the 20th day, all the smell would have been gone. Now, this is ready for
use.
 We prefer to use fish because; it has the maximum amount of nitrogen out
of all animals. 8-10% of nitrogen in contained in it.
 2% of this solution should be mixed with 100 l of water and should be
sprayed over all plants. This serves as the best insecticide.
3. Lemon-egg solution
 In a 5 l plastic container, squeeze all the lemons and mix it with jaggery
solution. Place the entire eggs in it (with shell)
 Cover the bucket airtight for 10 days.
 Then, open the bucket. We will find that the egg shells had been dissolved in
the solution. The egg seems to look like boiled ones.
 The eggs must be smashed and 1 l jaggery solution should be added and
mixed with this mixture.
 Again, this bucket should be covered air tight for another 10 day.
 On the whole, by the end of the 20th day, the lime seeds can be filtered and
this mixture is ready for use.
 2% of this mixture is mixed with m100 l water and is sprayed on plants. This
mixture gives 16 varieties of nutrition to the plants. This is because :





 Lemon – rich in citric acid, vitamin – c
 Egg – rich in protein, calcium and other nutrients.
Next, Johnson sir asked a doubtful question. “Why are ants breeding on
vegetable plants? What is the organic fertilizer used to prevent it?”
Answer: (by Gopalakrishnan sir)
Azoni (mosquito like insect) absorbs nutrients from the leaf and leaves back
a honey like substance which breeds ants. As ants eat the leaves, the leaves
are affected with a disease named “Suruttu”. To prevent this we should
practice the following method:
 Smash Neem leaves or seeds and mix this with smashed garlic. Mix this
mixture with water in a proportion of 1 g for 1 l water.
 Allow this mixture to soak for 24 hours
 Then add 10% of this mixture with water and spray over the plants.
 As Neem is bitter, Azoni doesn’t suck the nutrients due to bitterness. This
causes vomiting to Azoni. Thus, it doesn’t takes away the nutrients and so, it
is eaten away by the spider.
 Another simple method to prevent insects is to plant various vegetables
plants in different lines in our garden. This is to confuse the insects.
 Also, planting Yellow Marigold in the boundary of the garden attracts good
insects to it.
Gopalakrishnan sir nurtured us with such large and vast reserve of facts
which taught us many unique things. He also holds the pride of meeting our
former president Dr. APJ. Abdul Kalam, Visiting Malaysia more than 30
times, Malaysian Newspaper publishing articles about his organic farming,
News about him telecasted in Malaysian star news and much more glorious
feats. He wished us to get enriched with a high standard of education and
achieve great laurels and thus ended up his address.
Later, Velian sir introduced Dr. Ramesh (Government Doctor) to the
gathering. He was welcomed and honoured with a shawl by Dr. Krishna raj,
ISRO Doctor. Then, I gave a feedback on the day’s events. Later, all KAP
officials honoured Gopalakrishnan sir with a shawl. Next Dr. Ramesh
addressed us. He motivated us to encourage organic farming and develop the
nation. With this, the session ended.
We had our lunch by about 1.55 p.m. Again, we clustered together for a
short meeting. An eminent personality another person along with his family
was present in our midst. Velian sir introduced him to the gathering. He is
Dr. Ramesh, the president of IMA, Kuzhithalai. He is the person who had
arranged our noon meals. V. Steffy of Red Team detailed the Highlights of




















KAP to him. Then, Dr. Ramesh addressed us. We were very eager to hear his
words. He expressed his privilege to be amongst us. He also dreamed that
India will shine with our help. These words were impressive. With a thankful
mind, we departed from Kuzhithalai by 2.00 p.m.
By 2.30 pm. We came to a sericulture farm. There, we met Mr.
Ramasamy, a lawyer, and a professional in IT field. He had overthrown all his
professions and now he is maintaining a farm of 95 acres, which he inherited
from his father. This attitude of Mr. Ramasamy made me wonder. He
addressed us. We could gather more information as well observe his fluency
in English. We also had a look at the processing procedure of silk from
silkworm. Some of the points stressed by Mr. Ramasamy during his address
and as follow:
Silk is a thread which can withstand high temperature
Silk is used in tyres
Sericulture industry is the sole industry in which India had overcome
China.
Silk processing requires cool temperature
Here, they use natural methods like foggers and sprinklers to maintain the
temperature between 22c and 30c
Its capacity is 2 l/h or 5 l/h
During morning by about 7 am, the environment is chill here
Mappilai Chamba is the traditional rice of this area. Navarai, another
important variety of rice found here cures diabetes. At present, these rice
varieties are declining.
We think that terrorist come from other countries and attack ours. But,
Ramasamy sir proved us that we are our own terrorists, destroying all the
riches provided to us by God.
Adult silkworms feed on Mulbery leaves and built cocoons. A silk worm builds
about 25 cocoons. Within 1 week, they extract thread from the cocoons.
He encouraged us to consume more spinach as it is the only green
containing more vitamin C that sustains in our body
He also motivated us to avoid meat. Even a dog eats grass when it is sick.
“Farmers should be supported and honoured”, he pointed out.
Practice home garden system
Our forefathers ate nutritious grains like Thinai, Samai and Varagu. But, the
present day industry destroys seeds.
He also explained us regarding BT Brinjals :
BT Brinjals are genetically modified Brinjals

Their skins are made up of cells from Crocodile or Frog cells as
pesticides are sprayed on them once in 3 days
In farmers’ point of view, we can’t take seeds from these Brinjals, but
instead, we have to purchase only the Brinjals, thus contributing more
profits to the producers.
So, these are equal to non-veg.
These are like china phones and toys which are cheaper, but are
harmful in nature and don’t withstand longer.
Then, few among us asked questions to him.
Question: 1: (by Blessie)
“Is there any other BT vegetables?”
Answer: (by Ramasamy Sir)
There is BT cotton available. No other BT Vegetable has so far come into
existence.
Question: 2: (by Varsha)
“What are the diseases caused by BT Brinjals?”
Answer: (by Ramasamy sir)
Diseases can be recognized only when BT Brinjals come to common use.
 For Brinjal plants, organic farmers use Neem sprays which don’t have any illeffects.
 He listed out few benefits of using Mulberry leaves for sericulture and some
of the features of silk worms:
 In 2 acres of Mulberry trees, there are about 200 eggs.
 Mulberry produces a lot of leaves, even in the internodes. One acre of
mulberry trees yield 1 ton of leaves within 45 days
 It serves as a good fodder
 The silkworm grows for about 10,000 times bigger, within 25 days
 It undergoes four moults.
 1 kg of cocoon costs Rs. 540
 In 25 days, there is a yield of 280 Eggs (85%). If we approximate 175
cocoons for a cost of Rs. 500, 175 x Rs. 500 = Rs. 87,500 is being
earned due to two acres of mulberry trees, only in 25 days.
 T.N. is the prime most in sericulture as the government itself provides
latest worms to the culturers. Though the price is under control, it is
of less quality.
 1 cocoon yields thread of about 1 km – 3 km, based on the quality of
the silkworm.

 This silkworm was first introduced in China; Hosur is the
headquarters of sericulture in Tamil Nadu.
With this, Ramasamy sir’s impressive speech ended up. Then, Varsha of
Maroon team told the feedback and vote of thanks. Subsequently, Ramasamy
sir was honoured with a book by Dr. Krishna raj. Thus, we departed from the
sericulture farm. Then, we proceeded our travel to the final, splendid and
congenial destination. Ah! It’s indeed the joint session with IMA, Namakkal
at Hotel Nalas. My mind was flying aloft in the air dreaming about that
pleasant occasion. My heart was trembling to witness that prestigious
moment.
With a mind of eagerness, we reach the destination, “Hotel Nalas” by about
4.50 p.m. We were provided with a warm and hearty welcome. All of us
assembled in a comfortable and glorious hall. I found a banner in the hall.
Then, I was glad know that this conference is to be organized by the Women
Doctors Association.
“Serving for the health of the people with safety, dignity & humanity”
-the motto of IMA was printed in the banner. It impressed me a lot.
Soon, the Doctors arrived. I and my friend Steffy were busy explaining them
about the glimpses of KAP’s activities. It was my great pleasure to do so.
Subsequently, the meeting began. Livee, a former young scientist and Meera R.
Kathiresh of Blue Team anchored the session. First, Livee invited all the dignitaries
to the Dias. The dignitaries include:
Dr. Malliga Kulandaivel, President, IMA Namakkal
Dr. Uma Maheshwari, Secretary, IMA Namakkal
Dr. Hemalatha, Finance Secretary, IMA, Namakkal
Mr. Mullanchery M. Velian, Organiser of KAP
Mr. John Rabi Kumar, Co-ordinator, Maroon Team
Dr. Edwin Gladson, Co-ordinator, Green Team
1. IMA Prayer – Dr. Hemalatha, Finance Secretary IMA Namakkal
2. Welcome Address – Dr. Uma Maheshwari, Secretary, IMA Namakkal
Dr. Uma Maheshwari gave a red carpet welcome to all the dignitaries as well
as the gathering. The words she referred, “Children will be the opening
eyes of Elders”, was motivative. It built a lot of confidence within me.
3. Introductory Address – Mr. Mullanchery M. Velian, KAP organizer
He referred this conference as a special one
He thanked all the IMA doctors who had contributed for the success of our
Industrial and Ecological study camp
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He assured that we young scientist would throw our lights in various fields
and would become great experts in future.
He also spotted out that we young scientists have a lot of mercy towards
nature.
Finally, he appraised the three women doctors present in our midst as “three
Rubies”. Really, their presence made this session more congenial
Varsha, Maroon Team – Talk on “Activities of KAP”
She briefed about the Highlights of KAP this year and about the selection
process.
Steffy, Red Team – Talk on “Industrial and Ecological conditions”
She implied that UK was the first country to be industrialized. She pointed
out the merits and demerits of industries and the impacts they have on our
District, Kanyakumari. She also stressed on the harmful effects of bricks,
rubber and cashew nut factories in our district. Finally she concluded by asking
a question: “Are industries good or bad?” She revealed the answer: `Neither’.
They are a tool in our hands. If we use them as a benefit, they are our friends,
or else, they spoil us. She made us understand that the `Choice is ours!’. I was
very much impressed by her thoughtful conclusion.
I.G. Achsah, Green Team – Theme Talk on “Love Forests”
I gave a short talk on forests, their uses, their declining rate and
preventive measures.
Dawnlyn Lal, Blue Team – Theme Talk on “Reservoirs and Water Resources
in Kanyakumari District.
He asserted that our Kanyakumari District is a very good resource of water.
The water resources are divided into surface water and ground water. He listed
out the names of few rivers in our district.
 Thamirabarani
 Valliyaru
 Palaiyaru
 Pallivaaikal
 Thadagaiyaru
 Kodaiyaru
The Kodaiyaru River has 6 reservoirs. He also mentioned the names of few
dams in our district.
 Pechipparai Dam
 Perunchani Dam
 Chittar I Dam
 Chittar II Dam




Mambalathuraiyaru Dam
Upper and Lower Kodaiyaru dam
The speech that he gave taught us unique facts about our district.

7. Mr. John Rabi Kumar, Maroon Team Co-ordinator – Theme talk on “Present
condition of Agriculture and soil resources”
Industries are not disposing their wastes properly and thus polluting the
land and soil.
We don’t have any right to destroy the earth which is lent to us for a short
span by God.
Agriculture
Once it provided us with a lot of food and riches, at a time where there
were no industries at all.
Industries like WALMART, Reliance etc destroy agriculture.
The Green belt movement which had brought a lot of pesticides into
existence, reduces the fertility of soil.
It is the second country in the world to produce more yield
Now a days, the water bodies which irrigates fields had been turned into bus
stands, colleges, orthopedic hospitals etc.
Due to this, the land is becoming barren
We have a lot of money now. But money can’t prevail everywhere.
At present, we had lost our traditional crops.
Rubber and Cashew plantations are destroying the water bodies in a fast
pace.
The net result of water loss is that more than 50,000 people are losing their
jobs
We have economic stabilities. So, we forget and ignore nature.
We are converting fertile farms into farms cultivating cash crops.
This same impact prevails through-out the world. So, he altered us by
awaking, “Realize now or it will be to too late to act”. These words
stimulated our thoughts. Sir proved us our responsibility as young scientists
to do our best to protect agricultural lands.
8. Ethazl Sherin, Red Team – Theme talk on “Air we Breathe”
She informed that “Without air, we are nothing”. She defined air as a “mixture
of gases” Air mainly consists of three gases:
 Nitrogen – 78%
 Oxygen – 21%
 Argon – 1 %

She also made us aware of some machines like scrubbers and electrostatic
precipitators to prevent air pollution.
9. Dr. Edwin Gladson, Co-ordinator, Green Team – Theme talk on “Forests in
Kanyakumari District”.
He gave a wonderful speech with respect to the latest census of endangered
species of plants and birds in our district:
The biodiversity of our district is degrading
Our district has unique species of fishes like Poovankuranthu and Panna.
Poovankuranthu fish has the ability to cure asthma.
The number of elephants has increased
A lot of wild bear and wild fowl are present
The rate of migratory birds like Indian hornbill had fallen in number
In Muthukuzhivayal, more than 70 Indian Bisons are found
Emerald pigeon is endangered.17 had been found dead by the census people
Toads are declining in number
Sir encouraged us to take steps to prevent declining species. He also
motivated us to take part in the census. Finally, he inspired us to avail of the
opportunities provided to us and reflect them in our daily life and thus
concluded his speech.
10. Dr. Hemalatha, Finance Secretary, IMA Namakkal-Felicitation
She referred the day as a special one
She expressed her happiness and pride to be amongst us
She appreciated our vocabulary and our thoughts about nature in a big way
I was surprised by her hard work as she is a farmer’s daughter and now she
had succeeded in such a great manner. This made me to inspire her.
She sighed that none of us follow bicycles and she encouraged us to do so
She pointed out that the best thing that all must practice is to avoid the use
of automobiles and refrigerators.
“Let us prevent pollution with 100% enthusiasm”, She asserted
Finally, she concluded by telling,
o “First let us start from our homes”
Her talk revealed many truths to us. It was a really a valuable one.
11. Dr. Malliga Kulandaivel, President, IMA Nammakkal – Felicitation
She wished that because of we young scientists, India well become a
“Vallarasu”. These words made us glad.
She appraised our speaking talents and stressed us to implement the
preventive measures we suggested in our day to day life. “This is to prevent
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the world from the ill consequences that occur due to environment
degradation”, she admonished
She assured us that we have proved them that Our Kanyakumari district is
the prime most in education basis throughout entire Tamilnadu and wished us
to achieve great laurels in future. Thus, she ended up her address.
Then, the dignitaries were presented with books:
Dr. Krishna raj presented a book to Dr. Malliga Kulandaivel
Mr. Edwin Sam presented a book to Dr. Hemalatha
Mr. Balakrishnan presented a book to Dr. Uma Maheshwari
One among the young scientists, Sheka of green team had her birthday that
day. She was rewarded with a book by Dr. Malliga Kulandaivel. By this time, a
lot of Doctors had gathered adding more tribute to the session.
Subsequently, the felicitation and the talks continued.
I.G. Achsah, Green Team – Feedback
Dr. Kulandaivel, Member, IMA Namakkal – Felicitation
He motivated us to get involved in co-curricular activities like KAP as it is
essential for students to develop activities and attitudes out of syllabus. He
sighed that, in Namakkal they don’t do so.
He expressed his dissatisfaction that only 1/3rd of Namakkal land is
contributed to agriculture.
He narrated a story to us. It proved us that we cause many ill-effects to
various factors. We may even correct it. But, the traces or consequences
that these ill-effects leave back are ever-lasting. An instance for this is the
decline of water resources.
He detailed about the introduction of the Chemical Fertilizers to the world:
After, World War II, a lot of Ammonia was stocked in the Superpower
nation America. So, they converted this into fertilizers and dumped those
into developing countries like India. We think this a beneficial. But actually,
they drain the country of its wealth.
He
created
an
interest within us to
become
a
social
scientist
and
impressed
us
to
perform
an
infrastructure
development
by
bringing
out
the

implementation of public transport system, so that all people can travel
through public transport facilities and avoid using individual automobiles as
practiced in many modernized countries.
He instructed us to have thoughts about India as a whole rather than
thinking only about our district. He referred that we at the foot of India
and it is our responsibility to lead India to the right path.
Finally, he stressed us to use this unique opportunity in the right way and
thus concluded his speech with a quote:
“Education is not preparation for life, it is life itself”
His speech made us enthusiastic to take steps to make our nation a better
one.
14. Dr. Ravichandran, IMA member-Felicitation
“This function is a new type of occasion”, he asserted
- He encouraged us to do all that we can to save nature.
Again, Dr. Kulandaivel came up to the Dais. He stressed us to use our
Tamil Talents and assured that if we do so we’ll have a bright future. He
conveyed that only one-third people of the speak English. The rest speak
their mother tongues. “Even Gandhiji had written a letter about this to
Rajaji”, he added. He also motivated us to develop a practical knowledge and
thus ended up his address.
15. Dr.Chandra, IMA member-Felicitation
She glorified our English vocabulary and pronunciation.
She implied to us that we come from Kanya Kumari were Sangam began
and so we should excel in Tamil skills also.
16. Steffy, Red Team-Tamil Feedback
17. Mr. Johnson-Vote of Thanks
With this the Programme got over. Then, we were busy having conversations
with Doctors and jotting down their addresses. It was really a pleasant and
glorious time with them. Later, we had a splendid dinner. With a mind of
satisfaction and pleasure, we whole heartedly ended up our Industrial and
Ecological Study Tour. With a heart of gratitude to IMA, we departed from
Nammakkal by 8.45pm. We reached Marthandam by 4.45pm. All our parents
were eagerly waiting for us. Finally, we conveyed our farewell to each other and
happily reached our homes.
I was benefitted a lot by this camp. I acquired a lot of knowledge in
various spheres. I also had a contact with many honorable personalities. Overall,
this camp was not only informative, but also impressive and interesting. I
express my deep sense of gratitude to KAP Organiser, Mr.Mullanchery.M. M.

Velaian for organizing this camp. I wish I got much more such opportunities in
future.
MY INDEBTED THANKS TO KAP

